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SUPER-QUAD ROAD TRAINS 
Statement by Minister for Transport 

MR D.C. NALDER (Alfred Cove — Minister for Transport) [9.10 am]: I wish to update members on a 
current trial taking place in the Pilbara region where Australia’s first state-of-the-art, 60-metre super-quad road 
trains are operating. Consisting of a prime mover and four trailers spanning 60 metres, these are the longest road 
trains in Australia with improved safety and handling compared with the standard 53.5-metre road trains, the 
longest currently allowed on our roads. These larger, more productive haulage vehicles are being requested by 
the mining industry to improve efficiency and lower operating costs by reducing the number of heavy vehicles 
needed to perform this transport task. Each combination will transport approximately an extra 11 per cent in 
payload. 

The first two 60-metre quads have been manufactured locally in Western Australia by companies Bruce Rock 
Engineering and Howard Porter and are being used to transport iron ore and other minerals for two firms in the 
Pilbara—Process Minerals International and Qube Bulk. Under the trial, the super quads will travel on a section 
of Great Northern Highway between Munjina–Roy Hill Road and Utah Point, Port Hedland, with a 
maximum speed of 90 kilometres an hour allowing easier overtaking by smaller vehicles travelling at the posted 
speed of 110 kilometres an hour. These vehicles have undergone and passed rigorous safety assessments to 
ensure that they are safe to operate on public roads and the current three-month trial will further assess impacts 
on road infrastructure and interaction with other road users. This assessment will be conducted by a panel 
consisting of the Road Safety Commission, local government, Western Australia Police, Main Roads 
Western Australia and the caravanning industry. Importantly, the design of these vehicles has resulted in 
significantly better on-road performance with improved tracking and reduced rear-trailer swing. 

WA has committed to an Australian-first trial of the 60-metre super-quad vehicles that if successful will in time 
reduce the overall number of smaller heavy vehicle combinations needed to perform the same transport task in 
the Pilbara. 
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